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AUSTRALIA AND THE WAR

by the Hon. H.V. EVATT, K.C., L.L.D., M.P.

Australian Attorney-General & Minister for External Affairs

Following is the text of Dr. Evatt ’s statement at the Press

Conference, Ministry of Information, 11.15 a,m, today:-

I have been sent by the Prime Minister of the Commonwealth Government on a special

war mission to Great Britain and the United States to discuss matters of common and

immediate interest relating to the direction of the war.

Of central importance are the questions of munitions supply and shipping and, the

administrative machinery corrected, with them, Above all it is essential that the

allocation of materials of war to each theatre should be made on a- hard, practical
basis of real strategic needs.

The present crisis in the war and the impending attacks on British democracies

like Australia make these questions of crucial importance to the British Commonwealth

of Nations., t

There must be complete solidarity between all the British nations as well as

between the U.S.A. and the British Commonwealth* Only if every moment is devoted to

the supreme Job of destroying cur enemies will we win through to an early victory.

Undoubtedly the people of this country as well as the United. States under-

estimated Japan’s strength before December 7th.

Even now there is a tendency in some quarters to persist in this suicidal heresy.

In less than five months Japan has occupied new territory wrier itself would,

constitute one of the richest empires in-all history. Fresh areas are still -

today - falling under its sway. For the time being Japan’s forward, and greatest

base, is Singapore, not Tokyo. In talking about lengthy lines of communications

this fact is conveniently forgotten.

At first the claim put up by Japan was for such economic adjustments as would

enable its people to prosper within the area of East Asia. That claim seemed almost

moderate. But the ambitions cf the ruling classes of Japan are now fully revealed.

They extend to the domination of the North and South Pacific and. the Indian Ocean

and of all the countries bordering on these oceans*

hit even the German victories in Europe'-* have wrought so speedy and radical a

transformation as the five months of Japanese onslaughts in the Pacific and in Asia,

In one third of a year -.the Japanese acquired, the physical structure of an empire.

Their military gains in Malaya, in the Netherlands East Indies and. now in Burma •
are sufficiently plain. What has yet to be realised is the enerrafus economic

importance of all these territories.

Yes, the democracies should count these losses.

In Malaya, we lose each year 480,000 metric tens of rubber, 80,000 tons of tin,
and nearly tons of iron ore. In the Netherlands East Indies and British

Borneo we lose 7,500,000 tons of petroleum and 500,000 tons of rubber each year.

To these we must row add the great resources of Burma and the Shan States and a

rich portion of the Australian mandated territory of New Guinea.
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